PTA Board Members

PTA Meeting
March 8, 2018

Stef Thompson, Co-Chair
Samantha Mendiola, Co-Chair
Rachel Walker, Advisory
Anne Krocak, membership
Lisa Roberts, Communications
Dawn Fedderson-Poindexter,
Communications
Katie Frey, Treasurer
Laura Randgaard, Secretary

AGENDA
1. Financials (Katie)
a. Reviewed submitted receipts for teachers stipends, field day ribbons, and African
American parent involvement day and pizza following Plant Sale. Approved.
b. Greta presented a list of needs that have been submitted for classrooms. The PTA
was thrilled to learn about the needs in the school. The PTA has approved the list.
c. PTA discussed the need to make some more connections between PTA and the
Hale faculty so that the PTA and Hale faculty can work in good alignment.
d. One idea is to volunteer to attend team meetings
e. Lisa is going to distribute newsletter to teachers
f. Asking for a teacher volunteer to attend the PTA meetings. Stef will email lead
teachers
2. FB page/email/newsletter content (Stef/Dawn)
a. Non-parent recognized groups are required to submit are required to submit
b. In response to the role of PTA in endorsement a motion was made to sponsor all
WE events this year. WE has the following events sponsored by the WE
committee coming up this year: Book Club event “Fresh off the boat”, booth at
Culture Night, upcoming Culture Club (meet up for families of color), and
working on curriculum.
3. Pizza for Plant Sale helpers (Stef/Dawn)-approved
4. Family Engineering Night (Greta/Stef)-The Works Museum has a program that could be
held 5/14. 6-8pm at the school. 10 activities with some take home options. All school. We
would need 10-20 volunteers considering asking high school students. $1700 to host the
event. Approved.
5. MN Sinfonia donation (Stef)-Greta to consult Ms. Raegan and ask about what the PTA
has done historically
6. Summer Soiree Update (Sam)-the event will be at Carbones. There will be a live band.
Fundraising is underway through newsletter. Next meeting is this weekend Sunday-5pm
Sovereign Grounds. This will be a fantastic event.
7. 1st Grade is taking a field trip to the Tangletown Farm. Bus costs are going to be $1100.
Approve to utilize the Field Trip budget.
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8. Hale budget 2018/19-the budget meeting was last week at Hale. Hale does not have
dramatic changes proposed at this time.
9. Idea for a Kindergarten event to welcome new families.
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